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FLOWPLANT RE-LAUNCHES SOUTH EAST SERVICE CENTRE 

Grand Launch Event 11th / 12th March 2015 

High pressure jetter manufacturer Flowplant has completed a major refurbishment of its 

South East Regional Service Centre at Barking. The company invites all local drain and 

sewer cleaning contractors to drop in to its grand launch event on 11th / 12th March to check 

out recent innovations from Flowplant including an exclusive preview of its latest machinery 

and equipment, plus that from new partner suppliers. The event will include product 

demonstrations and a seminar on hose re-ending legislation, with discount vouchers 

available for everyone that attends.  

Flowplant’s South East Service Centre has been considerably expanded and enhanced, 

whilst still trading as usual. The refurbishment includes a new fifteen seat training facility with 

the latest audio visual equipment offering customers regular Water Jetting Association 

courses in high pressure jetting safety awareness and drain jetting. A comprehensive 

practical session in a purpose built jetting bay provides operators the chance to use the 

latest equipment in a safe controlled environment. 

Customers waiting for machines to be serviced can take advantage of a newly appointed 

rest area.  The workshop area has been redesigned to allow safe passage to and from the 

rest area and to allow customers to watch as their machine is worked on. With safety a 

priority, at the end of the service, customers will be encouraged to take part in the final run 

up as the machine is put through its paces in the jetting bay. It all adds to customer peace of 

mind and the confidence that Flowplant has done the job correctly. 

Flowplant Sales Director, Alistair Hiscock, guarantees everyone a warm welcome at its 

launch event: “Serving clients who demand the highest possible standards, the goal of 

Flowplant South East is to provide the most comprehensive package of equipment and 

services, with the best trained customer support team in the industry.  Our service 

technicians are enrolled in a continuous training programme to ensure they have the most 

up to date skills and equipment, allowing them to keep our customers’ jetting machines on 

the road and earning money for longer.  

“A new display area has been created to show off new tools and equipment that will now be 

on sale. For the first time, we will be offering the Spartan range of electromechanical cable 

machines with replacement cables in stock and minor repairs being carried out on site. Drain 

dye, gulley grabs and a wide variety of PPE will also be available with the over-riding 

principle being best quality at a fair price.  

“In short, we want the Flowplant South East Service Centre to become the supplier of choice 

for all the drain cleaning contractors in the region.” 



 

Flowplant’s South East Service Centre is located in Thames Road, Barking, just off the A13 

and easily accessible for London and the South East.  If you would like to attend the launch 

event, please contact Flowplant on 01722 325424 or email info@flowplant.co.uk for further 

details.  

For more information about Flowplant, please visit the company website 

www.flowplant.co.uk 

 

ENDS 

 

Editor Notes: 

 

Flowplant has been creating innovative, high pressure drain and sewer cleaning equipment 

for over 40 years, selling thousands of high quality and reliable machines throughout the UK 

and exporting to over 50 countries around the world.   

Through its nationwide network of service and distribution centres, it offers a complete range 

of keenly priced drain jetters, along with a range of accessories. 

 

• Domestic drain jetters 

• Commercial drain jetters 

• Industrial drain cleaning equipment 

• High pressure cleaning equipment 

• Van pack drain jetters 

• Trailer mounted drain jetters 

• Truck mounted jetting equipment 

• Bespoke jetting machines / vehicles 
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